
TRANSPORTATION MEETING August 15, 2012 
 
Attending: Mike Barrett, Melanie Foxcroft, Brad Hinkfuss, Lance Green, Donna 
Magdalina, Twink Jan-McMahon, Larry Jensen, Matt Miller, Anne Walker, Tim Wong. 
Lou Host-Jablonski and John Steines (notetaker) attending to assist committee. 
 
Committee has strong personalities who care about transportation and neighborhood 
issues.  Immediate goal is to clear the air and re-boot the committee.  Expectation is that 
SASY has an effective working transportation committee.  Many issues need to be 
addressed now. 
 
Round robin on dysfunction issue, summary: 
 

• Strong leadership is really important.  Chair needs to be able work with and use 
strengths of members.  Risk of wasting strengths of individuals who are in wrong 
roles.  Members have wide range of expertise. 

• Frustrated by dysfunction and committee not doing anything productive.  
Communication inclusive of all is critical. 

• So many things need to be addressed.  Can worker bees form work groups to 
accomplish components?  no room for anyone to sit back and critique/criticize.  
All must be worker bees.  People did not behave well.  Identify specific goals to 
address and look at goals and charge of committee.  Good communication is 
critical. 

• Committee needs to work. Interests are in making neighborhood more people with 
ped/bike focus.  Recognize mobility and age issues and need for mva.  Focus is on 
bus and bike transport. Regarding reconstructions, believe we can do them in a 
better way.  Also tuned into other issues within community and see role in 
alerting community to what's available or coming. 

• Communication within group needs to improve.  Need to listen to each other.  
Display respect.  Make sure all can speak & contribute.  Strong leadership needed.  
Maps need to be present when discussing specific sites.  Prioritize efforts.  Have 
an idea to reduce train whistles.   

• People come forward for issues they care about.  Addressing reconstruction issues 
now is critical.  Management must include other groups, businesses, and SASY.  
Evaluate what is or isn't effective in strategy and practice.  We need to get beyond 
personal differences.  Leave it at the door. 

• We need to keep distance between committee and individual personalities.  Have 
lots of ideas of what works elsewhere but have difficult time moving them 
forward here.  Strategy of working with others with skill to translate/transform 
idea seems to improve that process greatly.  Group needs to focus on issues and 
goals, not personalities. 



• Need to learn for experience.  Disrespectful people walk, bike and drive cars.  
They exist.   

• SASY council is doing an amazing workload in a short time and must encompass 
a lot of knowledge.  Respect is each persons due.  Priority to understand what is 
going on around us and respond proactively.  Committee, not chair, sets agenda 
and makes recommendations.  Increase pragmatic component to match idealism.  
Self govern each other.  Take little steps toward long range vision and those steps 
add up. 

• This committee has no power.  Power, as it exists, is in the community.  Power to 
educate is huge.  Evaluate which strategies work and which don't.  Be responsible.  
Ideas alone won't work.  What are priorities?  Don't defeat yourselves.  no one has 
bolted so desire to change and work productively must remain.   Expectations of 
process and interests vary significantly. 

• This committee has all the tools to be productive and get beyond dysfunction.  
Create a wish list.  Work in subgroups, depending on interest and availability - 
ideally several at once in smaller groups or breaking large project down into 
parcels for individuals or small group to address, then bring that work back to 
committee for presentation and discussion and deliberate on recommendations to 
sasy.  Don't rush that process.  Give yourself time to deliberate and consider.  
Sleep on it!  Individuals will process at different rates and by different methods.  
That said, timelines are important and work must be completed.  Discuss 
individual strengths and weaknesses and strategies to improve or partner to reduce 
negative impacts.  May not want best experts in led role - allow them to focus on 
critical issues.  Chair needs to balance point of views expressed and those voices 
potentially left out.  Greatest job of chair is preliminary and post, and listening.  
Speak regularly with team as individuals to understand where each is in between 
meetings.  Chair should not be surprised at meeting (no surprises, no ambushes), 
and that requires the work of chair and member.  Don't assume your idea and wish 
item is the most important to all.  Sell it and make the case and accept the verdict, 
then try again or find another way.  Evaluate and develop strategies to help each 
other maintain focus. 

 
Donnas’s additional comments: 
 
This meeting was extremely helpful to kickstart us into a fresh, healthy and hopefully 
more productive direction. There was a motion to adjourn shortly after John and Lou left, 
so once we went through that process and a bit of discussion we adjourned about 20 
minutes later. No committee chair was selected. 


